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Townscape Study

In Chapter 13, Section 24 of the North Ayrshire Local Plan it is stated:

“The Council intends to carry out a number of townscape and rural are audits to identify the
nature and potential of the built environment in terms of regeneration and preservation in order to
effectively promote and enhance the Local Plan area.”

This study is therefore to recognise the character and condition of the built environment in the Harbourside area of Irvine and
identify areas for enhancement, thereby encouraging and improving the Local Plan area.

Historical Development

The first mention of Irvine in historical records is as a prehistoric pagan religious site, where standing stones were believed
to be situated.  This site is then believed to have converted to Christianity at a later date.

From this point there appears to continuously have been settlement at Irvine but there is no mention of the date of the
foundation of the Burgh of Irvine.   In the 13th Century it is likely that there were two village settlements, one beside the
Parish church and the other around the Castle.

Robert II passed a new Royal Charter in 1372 declaring Irvine as a Kings Burgh and by 1400, Irvine was firmly established
as a Royal Burgh.  The town had been continually expanding and now had a Tollbooth (built in 1386) and housing had
extended towards Seagate, where Seagate Castle had been constructed.  The lands to the west of the town centre were
outwith the Royal Burgh of Irvine.  This area of land around Fullarton and Marress was within the parish of Dundonald and
within Kyle Stewart.  This land belonged to the Fullarton family.



Irvine - 1654 Blaeu Atlas

In the 17th century, attention was focused on improving
the harbour.  It is understood that the Marress quay was
used up until 1665 when the River Irvine changed its
course.  In 1677 the harbour was moved to its present
site opposite the mouth of the River Garnock.  The river
was allowed to revert back to its original route in 1691.
By 1760, Irvine could claim to be Scotland’s third largest

port after Port Glasgow / Greenock
and Leith.  However, Glasgow trade
was lost when the Clyde was widened
and deepened, allowing ships access.
Exporting textiles from Paisley and
Kilmarnock and the importing
business kept the harbour area busy.
The 1654 Blaeu Atlas, illustrated
above, helps to illustrate the
geographical location of Irvine or as it
is called in the map: “Irrwin”.



Irvine - 19th Century OS 1st series
(www.visionofbritain.org.uk)

By the 19th century, 2000 people now lived across the
river and the harbour could now cope with 60 vessels
being berthed, but could not cope with vessel over 100
tons.  In 1857, the harbour was still relatively small and
handled mainly coal exports.

The town council purchased a dredger in 1869
to deepen the harbour.  Growth was taking
place to the south and trade was beginning to
show development again.  The town council,
through an act in 1873, approved a substantial
harbour development programme, which
allowed the harbour trustees to borrow up to
£265,000.

In 1886, the shipyard employed between 30 to 50 men in building and repairing ships.  However, the yard was taken over at
least another two times in this century.  By the end of 19th century, the area adjacent to Irvine harbour had become one of
Ayrshire’s main industrial areas and employed over 1,000 men.



Irvine - 20th Century OS map
(www.visionofbritain.org.uk)

By the 1900's, the surge in industrial activity had
resulted in a shortage of homes.  This was due to the
influx of new workers into the harbour.  By 1936,
decline of the industrial area south of the harbour was
occurring, while at the same time the last ship to be
built at Irvine was about to be launched.

Irvine’s shipbuilding industry collapsed after 1950, but the
Ayrshire Dockyard Company still managed to produce other
commodities, and still employed 525 people.  In 1965, the old
Harbour Mission was acquired by an arts group and is now
the Harbour Arts Centre.

In 1970, the Harbourside was chosen for a massive multi-
purpose recreation and leisure centre. The Magnum leisure
centre opened in 1976, and beside it IDC developed a beach
park.

Irvine Harbourside Conservation Area was designated in
March 2001.



Irvine - 20th Century cont.

This photographic image shows the ICI explosives
works at Ardeer and the Royal Ordnance Factory at
Irvine.  These sites do not appear on any map.
German Luftwaffe took the photo, illustrated to the left,
on 9th January 1941(source: www.rcahms.gov.uk).

As can be seen from the present day aerial
representation below, the area has not changed
extensively, apart from the decline of the harbour area.



Irvine - Present Day

Although the original industry of the town, shipbuilding,
has now since disappeared due to the higher prominence
of Glasgow, Greenock and Port Glasgow as sea ports,
new industries and attractions have arrived in Irvine.

The Paper Mill on the
outskirts of Irvine is one
such industry; one of the
attractions is the Irvine
Shopping Centre, and
another could be said to be
the Magnum Centre.



Land Uses

Within the Irvine Harbourside
Conservation Area, there are two
main land uses.

Housing mainly occupies the East of
the area, as can be seen on the map
to the left with the area, outlined in
orange.

Industry is an equally sized land use
within this area, as can also be seen
on the map to the left, in diagonal left
to right pink lines.

Countryside
Countryside & Natural Environment
Housing
Housing/Environment
Industry
Leisure & Open Space
Tourism
Town Centre/Retailing

Key Land Uses



Building Materials

The Conservation Area is characterised by a high standard of traditional building materials which include stone, slate, timber
and cast-iron. There are variations in the types of building stone that were used, which it is understood were locally quarried
natural stone.

Roof coverings are predominately natural slate although this is varied for modern buildings within the Conservation Area.
The slates are dark-grey/black West-Highland type and an example of this is illustrated below.  The modern developments
are thought to be timber framed, with brick facades and finished in roughcast.

Within the conservation area, windows and doors would have been constructed using soft woods such as pine on the older
properties and listed buildings. The modern equivalents are thought to have UPVC double glazed windows and possibly
either wooden doors or their modern equivalents.



Listed Buildings

Within Irvine Harbourside
Conservation Area there
are 15 Listed Buildings of
which nine are listed at
Category 'B' and six at
Category 'C(s)'.

The map, situated to the
left (www.rcahms.gov.uk),
shows the geographical
positioning of the listed
buildings within the area,
with each pink circular dot
representing one listed
building.



Listed Buildings within Conservation Area Boundary

As can be seen from the map
illustrated to the left, there are 15
Listed Buildings within the
Harbourside Conservation Area.
The map also helps to illustrate the
situation of an 'A' Listed building
situated just outside the
Conservation Area.  This suggests
that an alteration to the Conservation
Area would be advantageous.

As shown in the key above: 'A' Listed
Buildings are shown in red; 'B' Listed
Buildings in green; and 'C(s)' Listed
Buildings in blue.

Key

Category 'A' Listed

Category 'B' Listed

Category 'C(s)' Listed

Conservation Area
Boundary



Character

• Setting

Irvine is situated inland from the West Coast of Scotland, in North
Ayrshire, with the River Irvine flowing slightly to the West of its centre.

The Irvine Harbourside
Conservation Area resides
adjacent to the River Irvine and
to the west of Irvine Town
Centre.

The Conservation Area includes
Montgomery Street, Harbour
Street, Cochrane Street, Peter
Street, Gottries Road and Place,
and Linthouse Vennel.

The boundary is illustrated on
the map to the left, outlined in
red.



• Street Pattern and Topography

With the exception of
Cochrane Street, the street
pattern has remained the
relatively similar to as it was
when first plotted on a map (as
can be seen in the 19th

Century 1st OS map on page
4). Cochrane Street was built
between 1897 and 1911. The
side adjacent to the Railway
was cleared by IDC in the
1970’s to provide a road to the
Magnum and resulted in the
demolition of properties on
Cochrane Street and
Montgomery Street.

The plot patterns on
Montgomery Street vary in
type and extent. The older
propertied exhibit narrow plots
as a result of the terraced
nature of their construction.
The newer properties on the
Harbour Street, Linthouse
Vennel, Cochrane Street and
Gottries Road, range from
large plot sizes to narrow



plots.

• Activity and
Movement

The main vehicle route
through Irvine Harbourside
is north - south via Harbour
Road.  This can be seen on
the map to the left, with the
main route shown in red.
The strip of road is closed
at either end by
roundabouts.



• Open Spaces

Public open space within
the Conservation Area is
set out beside the River
Garnock opposite from
the properties on
Harbour Street and also
along Gottries Road,
Montgomery Street and
Linthouse Vennel.
Private space is
dominated by garden
space to the front and
rear of residential
properties and this varies
in type and extent.



• Street Furniture

Street Surfaces

The paving and road surfaces change materials through the area.  Roadways are almost exclusively tarmac with a
mixture of tarmac and concrete paving slabs to the footway as can be seen in the photos below, apart from a section of
Montgomery Street intersecting with Gottries Road and Linthouse Vennel, which consist of modern man-made setts, and
can be seen in the photo at the bottom left.



Lamp Standards

There are several different types of street lamps within the area that vary in degree and type.  The lighting tends to have
the largest difference from the residential area on Gottries Road to the more commercial Harbour Street.  This is possibly
more accurate in relation to the historical value of the area.  In the past, lighting would not be uniform as new lighting
would have been established at different times, depending on the growing needs for street lighting in a each specific
area.  However, modern lighting would be advantageous to replace in favour of traditional lighting, as this would enhance
the area.



Signage

Within the Harbourside area, there is no extensive evidence of modern signage modern, examples are few and far
between.  In order to enhance the area, however, it would be advantageous to replace these few examples of modern
street signage with traditional equivalents.  Examples of these can be found within period photos through which
traditional signage can be seen unintentionally included in photographs.

Litter Bins

The litter-bins in the town centre area all take on the same form, this being the council set bin design.  This uniformity
within the area helps to enhance the character.



Public Art

The Harbourside Conservation Area is home to three different pieces of public art.  These are shown in the photos below,
with the dogs and anchor in the residential Gottries Road, and the horse and man beside the harbour itself.



Development

Many of the buildings within the Conservation Area reflect the quality of design and use of materials and detailing. Whilst the
buildings differ in varying styles, these conform to these principles of design and enhance the Conservation Area.

It is important that any alterations, extensions and further development within the Conservation Area achieve a comparable
standard of design, detail and quality of materials used.  Therefore it is essential that design guidelines should be drafted
and finalised, in order to protect the historic character of the area.  These guidelines should provide many principles for the
construction of new buildings.  These should provide such as:

• A specific height limit for new construction so as not to alter the historic skyline, views and vistas;

• An architectural design guideline so as not to allow extreme modern buildings within the area;

• Specific building materials which should be required to be used within every new building;

• Redevelopment where possible of existing building no longer in use, but still in sound condition.



Overall Strategy

Areas in Need of Enhancement

Signage

Through a partnership approach with owners, businesses and other agencies, North Ayrshire Council should encourage the
use of sympathetic signage on Listed Buildings and throughout the area, in order to improve amenity.  As the town centre
has Conservation Area status, modern signs should be discouraged and emphasis placed on the return to traditional painted
signs or plated signs with traditional lighting.

In a general sense, each premise should be limited to one fascia sign and one projecting sign. Traditional signs, normally
comprising either hand painted or fret cut lettering fixed to a painted timber fascia or brass/ steel/ chrome gilt lettering, fixed
to the building, should be encouraged.

In terms of illumination, signs should be discretely designed to provide traditional forms of lighting which are top lit.
Projecting signs should either be placed behind the shop window or hung from an appropriate metal or wood bracket
incorporating external lighting if required. Grants should be available for owners of businesses within the conservation area,
and the Council will encourage businesses to apply for these grants in order to allow a return to traditional signage, which
will in turn enhance the conservation area.

However, it is important to understand that this objective will not be possible on some properties that retain their original
domestic character, due to the fact that erecting a fascia sign may actually harm or damage the building. In this case, the
Council should consider alternative signage proposals.

Brighter Shopfronts

Brighter Shopfronts have been successfully used in other small town centres in terms of regeneration and there is strong
evidence that well maintained, attractive town centres, that offer a higher quality of environment to customers, perform
significantly better than others.

While public realm works have contributed to improving the amenity of town centres, it is important to ensure that retail
frontages are of a high quality.



The Council should encourage businesses to apply for grants through a proposed townscape heritage scheme in order to
replace poorly designed or damaged shopfronts with appropriate alternatives. This should also be used in conjunction with
attempts to improve vacant upper floors, in order to improve the entire front elevation of the buildings, and encourage the
reuse of properties that have vacant upper floors by providing a high quality and attractive building to live in.

Environmental Initiatives

The Council is responsible for the maintenance of streets and pavements within the Conservation Area. Through this
statutory function, the Council should ensure that, where possible, street surfaces, furniture and signage are appropriate to
their context, to the extent that, where accurate, tarmac street surfaces are replaced with their original setts.  To further
enhance the conservation area, it is desirable to replace modern street signage and lighting with traditional equivalents.

It may be possible to attract partnership funding, in certain circumstances, for environmental improvements. In such cases, a
firm commitment will be given to creating a scheme that will contribute positively to the preservation and enhancement of the
conservation area.

Development Control Framework

The development control process provides the Council with the means to ensure that only works which are appropriate can
be carried out within a Conservation Area but only if they fall out with the terms of the General Permitted Development Order
(GDPO). The Council will therefore only approve a scheme, which preserves and/or enhances the character and
appearance of the conservation area.

In order for the Council to achieve this, it relies on a series of policies that set out the criteria against which new development
is assessed. The policies are contained within the adopted local plan and/or supplementary planning guidance that is
appropriate to the proposal in question. This policy framework will be used to determine applications, guide enforcement
action and advise members of the public on how best to alter their properties.


